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From: Sherman Lewis [mailto:sherman.lewisiii@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Sherman 
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 11:40 PM 

To: List-Mayor-Council 

Subject: shuttles 

 

Quick Comments on Shuttle Feasibility 

  

I don’t have time to do a careful job with these comments. Basically, my approach is 
totally different from the one Council is pursuing, and I don’t think your approach makes 
sense. Infrequent service on loop routes and in low density suburban areas cannot attract 
enough riders to make it worthwhile.  

  

First of all, you have no operational definition of “under-served.” You are ignoring 
how the rest of the world does it; you are using survey data that ignores costs and 
characteristics of riders. You don’t have the basic information needed or the policy 
framework necessary to make transit cost-effective. As a result you are likely to be as 
successful as AC Transit in wasting money on empty buses. 

  

The claim that corridors west of Hesperian and east of Mission are less adequately 
served seems to me simply incorrect. It overlooks the fact that the four lines already on the 
west side and the five on the east side do a good job of coverage and have few riders. 
Regional connectivity has the same problem—reasonably good service and low ridership. 
See http://www.actransit.org/pdf/maps/version_28/city_map.pdf  

  

The problem is that these areas are dispersed and inherently poor for fixed route 
scheduled service.  

  

The report has no information on how much subsidy AC Transit has per rider or per 
passenger mile, or about bus operating cost per revenue hour. Does Council have any idea 
how much we are paying people to ride buses in Hayward? What is the fare box recovery 
excluding capital costs? Have you compared the FTA data on AC Transit with Union City 
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Transit? These questions are fundamental before considering new service. The FTA has 
guidelines about new service relating to cost per new rider. Are you going to do that 
calculation? 

  

I don’t understand comments about the lack of connectivity. A glance at the AC map 
shows great connectivity around Hayward BART; it is one of the major inter-modal 
stations in the Bay Area. A dense network of bus lines brings people to BART. The M Line 
provides Transbay service. Hayward BART has 15 lines coming into it and South Hayward 
BART has seven lines coming into it. The Amtrak station is served by three lines on A St. 
and one on B St. Few people ride Amtrak from Hayward and there are few trains.   

  

Three of the four neighborhood areas cited have good bus service.  

  

Businesses are going to tell you that transit would be helpful. Everybody will tell you 
more transit is nice. The more meaningful question is how much businesses are willing to 
pay for more transit.  

  

What does the report mean by “limitations of existing transit service levels”? Empty 
buses mean the service levels are higher than demand even at a highly subsidized fare. It 
would probably be more cost-effective to provide paratransit on-demand ride sharing 
services, and that should be studied before thinking about new service. I don’t know who 
the respondents were in the residential and business communities, but I do know I would 
want to know if they rode buses or just imagined other people riding buses. 

I need to see the documentation and model runs data before I know what is going on. 
I would not trust models run by Fehr and Peers, a technically excellent firm with no larger 
frame of policy reference and quite happy to put a technical gloss on what the city wants to 
hear. Fehr and Peers are the ones who decided Cal State needed a parking structure 
without considering if travel demand management and the Beeline Bus could do the job. 
HAPA had far more data and did a much more comprehensive analysis than they did. (I 
don’t blame Ellen Poling entirely; the CSU consultant and the CSU administrator in charge 
were incompetent in this area of policy.) 



  

Council has trusted simplistic modeling the past and assumes that the numbers are 
over your heads. You can, actually, understand how models work, but it takes time. I need 
time to review model strengths and weaknesses. The first thing I would do is see if the 
model can predict ridership on the existing AC lines. When it has been calibrated to reality, 
it should not be tweaked to get some preordained result. We’ve had 20 years of bad 
modeling by MTC—not bad technically but bad systemically—used to justify more and 
more investment in transit with decades of declining ridership. The consultants who make 
money telling Councils what they want to hear live in a totally different world from the 
academics who study reality. I have explained to Council the problems with 4 step models 
in the past, but it doesn’t seem to penetrate. You should at least see if Fehr and Peers have 
upgraded to household-based activity models like San Diego’s.   

  

I would study the potential of using travel diaries of the target populations to see if 
their travel time to purpose pattern would be improved by new service and if there were 
enough riders. I would ask people on the low ridership routes what they thought could be 
improved. I would not lend much credence to support for transit from people not willing 
to pay for it.  

  

The failure of transit in the U.S.—it is not just a Hayward problem—is a result of our 
car culture, which likes transit without understanding its systemic context. Look at Europe, 
Curitiba, Bogota, Asian cities—even Toronto—to see how it should be done. I’m talking 
here about suburban bus service; the U.S. has some good urban rail, and bus service in old 
central cities like San Francisco and Oakland is a totally different issue. The problem is the 
overlay of “transit” in suburban areas without the pricing, auto management, and corridor 
densification that are essential for functionality. 

  

If you really feel the need to improve transit, keep three things in mind: the corridor 
distance must be short to provide frequent service with one or two buses, use rapid bus 
concepts, and the corridor must have densification through development along the lines of 
the policies in Walking Oriented Development. It would take a work session to explain the 
ideas. 



  

It makes no sense for Council to study shuttles on the one hand and on the other to 
build six story parking structures next to downtown. It makes no sense to support shuttles 
and have the pedestrian-hostile loop surrounding downtown with high speed traffic. 
Council’s thinking is really incoherent, similar to many other cities. Without a systemic 
approach, you are failing the future. With it, Hayward can become a national leader. 

   

There is very little information in the staff report and attachments, but it is clear the 
shuttles do not use rapid bus concepts and have frequencies and routes that imitate AC 
Transit. The routes meander like AC’s and overlap them.  

  

I see three potential services but only if rapid bus concepts are used and reinforced by 
the other walking-oriented development policies. They are BART to Lincoln Landing, 
BART to CSUEB Hayward, and BART to County Center, Southland, and Chabot, in that 
order due to increasing distance and cost. The downtown shuttle is .7 miles long, with 
rapid bus taking 5 minutes, allowing 6 minute headway with one bus.  

  
I did a quick look at the numbers: 



 

  

The idle time is long for the capital involved. AC Transit keeps its buses running more 
hours. Did the model estimate the reduction in riders on AC Transit? Are you going to 
explore working with AC Transit to change their service where their similar line has low 
patronage? 

  

What will be the compensation for drivers? Will you want a unionized operator or not? 
The question arises because my estimate of your cost per operating hour is that it is way 
too low, even below Union City’s. You should ask for the estimate for bus operating cost 
per revenue hour. 

  

By and large the data before Council is too skimpy for me to analyze. My analyses of 
these issues require a lot data on how the model works, calibration, costs, etc. My 
proposals for downtown have been ignored, but include a fast, frequent, free shuttle 
linking BART to Lincoln Landing. Imitation of the AC Transit model works poorly. You 
should study short corridors with densification and alternative transportation as a systemic 



solution that makes sense economically and environmentally. Only a few places—New 
York, Portland, San Francisco—seem to be doing this.  

  

Sherman Lewis 
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